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See the middle section
for an inside look at the
new compact disc plant
in Terre Haute.
SAB presents singer-songwriter Ray Fogg tonight at 8:00
p.m. in the WORX.
PR phoTO
Bailey will attend conference
by Bob Patti
Dr. Herb Bailey will present a
short course in advanced
engineering mathematics at the
1985 conference of the
Mathematical Association of
America.
The minicourse will be an over-
view of the course Dr. Bailey
teaches at Rose, Advanced
Engineering Mathematics. The
full course at Rose includes five
sections: The Chain, Rotation,
Fluid Flow, Heat Flow and Cal-
culus of Variation. The course
stresses developing mathe-
matical models of classroom ex-
periments. Students derive and
solve the equations which model
the simple experiments. The
solutions are based on the
students' combined knowledge of
physics, calculus and differential
equations.
At the conference Dr. Bailey
will demonstrate each of the ex-
periments that is done during the
full course and the participants
in the minicourse will work
through one of the solutions. One
of the reasons he is teaching the
minicourse is to demonstrate
that a course such as the one he
teaches can be taught without
worrying that it is beyond the
grasp of the average student.
Dr. Bailey has submitted a
paper for publication to the
College Mathematics Journal
dealing with the rotation section
of the course. The paper is titled
"How to Balance a Yard Stick on
an Apple."
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Ray Fogg opens tonight
Singer-songwriter Ray Fogg
will be appearing in concert on
the camnpus of Rose-Hulman
tonight. The concert is open to
the public and will begin at 8:00
p.m. in the WORX.
Fogg is an entertainer from
Cleveland, Ohio who does most of
his work on the college circuit.
Past tours have taken his one
man act to Arizona, Colorado,
Kansas, Maryland, Missouri,
Pennsylvania, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan and Ohio. He
is currently on his Fall 1984,
Nationwide Concert Tour of the
college circuit.
Fogg has become known as an
exciting and energetic per-
former. His show features his
ever growing collection of songs
in a musical style that combines
pop, folk and rock. "A Ray Fogg
concert is more than a concert
though:" explains Fogg, "it is a
total entertainment experience. I
know that sounds a bit corny,
but that is really what I am aim-
ing for when I am on stage." He
sings and tells a tale, plays the
guitar delicately and with a beat,
jokes around and then hits you
with something serious from the
piano. The show hits moods that
range from rowdy to romantic
and all points between.
Perhaps his strong point is the
quality of his original material.
Fogg's rare ability to identify
with people in many everyday
situations contributes to the wide
variety of subjects and emotions
expressed in his story songs. He
will have you listening to a bum
in the park, waiting with lovers
for the weekend and cruising
with a carload of teenagers. It is
this unique style of relating to
common experiences that makes
Ray Fogg a performer with a
particular appeal to audiences
everywhere.
Besides writing songs and
traveling the country to give con-
certs, Fogg has also become ac-
tive in humanitarian issues such
as world hunger. His concern
about world hunger caused him
to travel to Somalia in 1981 to
work as a volunteer consultant in
refugee camps. In 1982 he was
the recipient of the Cleveland
Rotary Club's International Ser-
vice Award and the Brecksville-
Independence Rotary Club's Ser-
vice Above Self Award. Also in
1982, Fogg produced his own con-
cert in Cleveland, Ohio, to raise
over $2,000 for hunger. He
produced a similar concert this
past summer.
As tradition dictates, Ray
plans to have a few surprises up
his sleeve in order to make this
show that total entertainment ex-
perience people have come to ex-
pect. As Ray says . . . "It WILL
be exciting!"
Job situation looks good
by Bill Bradford
"I think the job outlook is good
compared to last year," said Bill
Sisson, Rose-Hulman placement
director. "Those companies
coming on campus to interview
seem much better prepared as to
what they are looking for in
terms of numbers."
According to Sisson, the major
companies are fine tuning their
recruitment programs and are
returning to those schools which
consistently have the best
students.
For the third year in a row the
demand for electrical engineers
will probably be the highest
among the disciplines at Rose-
Hulman, while the demand for
chemical engineers is still low.
Electrical engineers were the
first major to be placed in 1984.
Sisson attributes this to
increased automation and
computer use, as well as the fact
that among industry, both
electronic and power companies
are hiring EEs. "Not only are
companies like Texas
Instruments, Hewlett-Packard
and Motorola hiring electrical
engineers, but companies that
traditionally haven't hired EEs
are now doing so — for example
some of the big steel
Homecoming concert peek
by Bill Lindstaedt
"Hey! I'm killing me . .. that's
all that counts." With an attitude
like that, Paul Provenza has had
the time of his life on the ladder
of comedy performance, slaying
audiences all over the world on
his way to the top. For the 1984
Homecoming concert, the Stu-
dent Activities Board is proud to
present Mr. Provenza, with his
spontaneous, inimitable brand of
humor, along with Airflow
Deluxe, a new, hot band from
Chicago specializing in music
from the "nostalgic age."
Paul Provenza has been a fre-
quent guest on Johnny Carson's
Tonight Show and many prime-
time programs as well as having
touring dates with Sheena
Easton, Air Supply and Diana
Ross. He practices What he calls
"Twilight Zone Comedy," keep-
ing audiences on their "mental
toes" with his fast-paced, left-
field comedy, which ranges from
impressions of Gloria Vanderbilt
to hilarious sight-gags, springing
spontaneously from the deep
chasms of his fantastically
twisted mind. While watching
him perform, there will be little
doubt in your mind that Paul
Provenza is nuts, but, after all,
he'll be "killing you," and that's
all that counts.
Following Provenza's rapid-
fire act, the concert will shift
gears somewhat, but it won't
slow down, as Airflow Deluxe
takes the Shook Fieldhouse
stage, presenting an excellent
mix of vocal and instrumental
music and state sets from the
20's, 30's, and 40's. Airflow
Deluxe, a Chicago-based 12-
member group consisting of 8 in-
strumentalists and 4 vocalists,
takes its name from a 40's
luxury-model Chrysler, the
Airflow, hence the design on the
colorful concert posters adorning
the campus.
Airflow Deluze has proved to
be very popular with college
students, performing on many
campuses across the Midwest,
and often having the audience on
their feet and dancing in the
aisles. The Chicago Tribune
described an Airflow concert as
"a lot like watching the
marvelous MGM musicals ...
spectaculars bubbling over with
fun and glamor."
This music-comedy combina-
tion promises to provide an ex-
citing evening of live entertain-
ment. Morgan Tharp, SAB con-
cert chairman, is certain that
this concert is one that will
appeal to students as well as
alumni : "They're both fun,
action-packed acts and tickets
are extremely low-priced. We
aren't out to win a profit on the
concert; we'd just like to have as
many people as possible have as
great a time as possible."
Tickets are indeed reasonable.
Reserved seat tickets are
available at the Union box office
for $4.00 during business hours
and dinner hours, and blocks of
reserved seats are available to
groups numbering 20 or more for
$3.00 per ticket. Festival seating
will be available the night of the
performance, Oct. 13, at the
Shook Fieldhouse for $3.00.
Concert time is 8:30 p.m.
corporations," said Sisson.
"This brings up an important
point. Students must beware of
labeling companies. General
Motors will hire chemical
engineers and U.S. Steel will hire
electrical engineers. It's
important that students who are
seeking jobs read literature on
various companies."
"For mechanical engineers,
because of their broad exposed
background, there is always a
general demand," said Sisson.
Within the last few months the
civil engineers of the class of
19134 have all been placed, and
there are less than twenty
chemical and mechanical
engineers still unemployed.
Salaries will be similar to
those of a year ago. Since
salaries are proportional to
demand, chemical engineers will
hold about the same, while
mechanical and electrical
engineers should experience
some growth in starting salaries.
Sign-ups for interviews are
already beginning, with the bulk
of the interviews scheduled for
October and November. To
facilitate sign-ups, Sisson has
been arriving to the placement
office early to allow students to
si n and get to class.
"So far the competition for
sign-ups does not seem as tough
as last year," said Sisson.
"Fewer people are camping out
to get on the lists. People who
arrive here at 8:30 or 9:00 a.m.
are getting on the sign-up lists.
Rather than standing in line for
every interview, students should
think things out and try to
interview with those companies
they really want to talk to."
"Summer jobs also have
opened up this past year.
Industries utilize sophomores
and juniors to look at candidates
for possible permanent
positions."
Sisson's advice to job-seeking
seniors: "I strongly hope that
students recognize the true
importance of their data sheets
and their content. These sheets
represent the student to literally
hundreds of potential employers.
A recruiter may take a data
sheet back to the office and show
it to thirty others."
"Overall, after my session
with the seniors, I found one
thing in general. They are the
most attentive group I've seen.
They're very cooperative. With
that, if they just can be
aggressive in the job pursuit, I
think they'll be successful."
r OW
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EDITORIAL
This is the second in a series of editorials
dealing with various facets of Rose-Ilulman
tradition. 1,ast tveek, 1 dealt u•ith Rosie; this
week I will examine the freshman bonfire.
The freshman class starts accumulating
railroad ties for the 1984 homecoming bonfire
tomorrow. They will spend a fair portion of the
day and the following Saturday transporting
ties to the bonfire site.
The bonfire became an annual event soon
after Rose moved to its present location in
1922. Years ago it was even pictured in 1,ife
magazine as the largest bonfire in the nation.
As a tradition the bonfire performs
numerous functions. First, it links successive
classes together through a common ex-
perience, thus providing continuity through the
generations.
Second, while working on the bonfire
together, the freshmen have an opportunity to
become friends. I know from experience that a
group of men working under the pressure of a
deadline have no option but to become well
acquainted.
Third, the bonfire pulls the entire Rose-Hul-
man family together, i.e. alumni, students,
faculty, administration, staff and their
families enthusiastically gather for the excit-
ing igniting and buming of the bonfire.
The tradition is also a source of fun for the
freshmen. As with Rosie, the freshman-
sophomore rivalry over the bonfire blossoms in
full. The sophomores waste little time in mak-
ing the building of the bonfire a slippery chore.
By night, the sophomores descend upon the
arsenal of railroad ties and launch the ties into
Lost Creek. Dozens of ties lie in a twisted heap
for freshmen to untangle. But this menacing
activity lasts only as long as it takes the
freshmen to capture and lake their rivals.
Since World War II, the fresiunen have been
building the bonfire the same number of ties
high as their graduating year. In the 1950s and
'60s this was not a major barrier. But as the
bonfire reached 70, 80, almost 90 ties high, the
excitement to beat the record held by the
previous freshman class was surpassed by the
danger involved. The factors contributing to
the danger are too often ignored.
For instance, the hours grow longer and the
bonfire grows higher as the big push for com-
pletion starts only a few days before homecom-
ing. Often groups of freshmen work the entire
night with little or no light — rain or shine.
Slippery footing or wet ties provide ideal con-
ditions for accidents.
I remember working on the bonfire my
freshman year. Two of us would carry heavy
ties up a 20-foot stairway made of stacked, un-
nailed pallets. Often two or three groups would
be carrying ties. I would be lying to say I never
worried about slipping and falling, but I hid the
fear knowing we had to beat the record height
set the previous year.
There is one thing that compounds all these
dangers — that is working on the bonfire while
under the influence of alcohol. I see nothing
more irresponsible than this. Not only do you
put yourself in danger, but you also jeopardize
the safety of your classmates.
My recomrnendation for a successful bon-
fire: use common sense. Do not risk your well-
being to build the tallest bonfire. Instead,
become the first class to break an old tradition
while starting a new one. A new twist to the
bonfire may be an elaborate design or perhaps
a bonfire with a huge base in the form of
words. These are only a few suggestions — I
arn sure the freshman class can think of ad-
ditional ones.
I know the tradition is hard to break but it is




Ratt and roll rocks town
*On Oct. 6, Terre Haute will
have its first concert since March
23, when John Cougar Mellen-
camp came to town. The headlin-
ing act is the Los Angeles-based
Ratt, which features Stephen
Pearcy as the lead vocalist
Robin Crosby and Warren De
Martini on the guitar, Juan
Croucier on the bass and Bobby
Blotzer on the drums. Blackfoot
and Mama's Boys will open up
the performance.
Blackfoot and Mama's Boys
may be unknown to those who do
not frequently watch MTV or to
those who do not come from their
regions. Blackfoot, whose most
popular song is "Train," is a
southern rock band which
specializes in slide guitar.
Mama's Boys is an Irish rock
band who just released their own
version of Slade's "Moma Weer
All Crazee Now." Although they
have recorded four albums, only
their latest, Mama's Boys, has
become internationally
available.
Ratt's latest album, Out of the
Cellar, has achieved commercial
success. Most of their popularity
has come from their videos for
"Round & Round," "Back for
More" and "Wanted Man" as
well as from the amount of radio
play that they are receiving. In
the Sept. 30 issue of Circus
magazine, De Martini sites
another reason: " . . we have
sold a lot of records where kids
are interested in what's coming
out of Los Angeles."
Ratt descends from a long line
of successful Los Angeles bands
like Van Haien, Quiet Riot and
Motley Crue. Even so, Ratt is uni-
que. Ratt's use of up-to-date
fashion separates them from the
likes of the "abnoxious" Quiet
Riot and the "Satanistic"Motley
Crue. They differ with Van Haien
in guitar work — Ratt has more
and louder guitars.
Their music, however, is ex-
tremely difficult to define. Ratt's
fans generally view them as
heavy metal or heavy rock, but
the band members place their
music between heavy metal and
rock. In the aforementioned Cir-
cus article, De Martini and Pear-
cy state the following: "To me,
we are just hard rock, and when
we are asked about it, we just call
it Ratt and roll . . . We want peo-
ple to see us as a party rock and
roll band,‘though not light in any
way."
Many Rose-Hulman students
have already seen Ratt in concert
because R,att has stopped in
several places in the Midwest.
One Rose-Hulman student, Rian
Wathen, gives his reaction to
Ratt's performance at the Labor
Day Concert in Evansville:
"I thought Ratt's live music did
not match the quality of their
studio work, but their energy and
showmanship was incredible.
Although everyone there at the
sold-out concert came to see
Ratt, I'm sure Mama's Boys and
Twister Sister made many new
fans. When Twisted Sister turned
on the house lights mid-way
through the concert so they could
see the enthusiastic crowd, it was
obvious that they had stolen the
show from Ratt."
One heavy-duty Ftatt fan is Rob
Werner who plans to see Ratt in
Terre Haute. Being from Los
Angeles, he has followed Ratt
from its beginnings:
"During the three years or so
Ratt has been around, they have
only released an EP and an LP.
The difference is almost funny —
the EP is unquestionably heavy
metal unlike Out of the Cellar,
which is more pop metal. I see
them progressing away from
hard-core heavy metal. I am ex-
pecting the live show to be good,
but the music won't sound like the
album because it's very
layered."
Thus, the concert next Satur-
day will feature a rock band from
the South, Ireland and Los
Angeles. The audience will pro-
bably contain a mixture of
top-40-dominated teens, solid
rock 'n' rollers, and hard-core
head bangers. If you like heavy
metal and hard rock, then you




You can wait Until September
Until September is a story
about a ridiculous love affair bet-
ween a Frenchman and a
misplaced St. Louis woman, the
show is mediocre at best.
Karen Allen (also in Raiders of
the Lost Ark) stars as Mo Alex-
ander, a divorced woman from
St. Louis who is on her way to the
Soviet Union and misses her con-
necting flight in Paris and runs
into a man there who has "the
most beautiful blue eyes" she has
ever seen. This man, played by
Thierry Lhermite, is a French
male — pompous, conceited, ar-
rogant and convinced that if
someone is not French, then
they are nothing. With Mo being
very much American, the love
affair that develops between the
two is obviously stormy at best.
But what begins as a typical
love story quickly develops into
complete stupidity: Woman
meets man and falls in love; man
leaves woman for another
woman; woman cries and man
comes back; man leaves again,
woman cries again; man returns
again and so on ad nauseum.
It would be difficult to pick out
a very touching or memorable
scene in the whole film as it
wallowed in mediocrity
tivoughout. The picture painted
of France was not especially
pretty.
Not being particularly fond of
France or its people made it easy
for me to dislike this film. But
someone who is appreciative of
the French and their customs may
enjoy Until September. I am
also not fond of love stories. This
film, with its lack of violence,
savagery and its all too serious
tone was not for me. Basically,
Until September has no guts. But
if you enjoy a mushy, serious
love story, then this is the movie
for you.













N'T A A X
FRATERNITY
RHO
by John Weis and John Rumberg
With the moving-in of
members and the cleaning-up
of houses finished, Rose-
Hulman's fraternities have
turned to other projects. The
most unusual project is Delta
Sig's "TI Smash" where many
broken calculators are ex-
pected to meet their doom.
Theta Xi elected this year's
officers. Mike Sundheimer
was elected president with
Chuck Johnson as vice presi-
dent, Glen Van Aldemande as
treasurer, and Matt Russell as
secretary. John Eric Rose and
Chris Eckert will become
senior and junior house
fr
managers, respectively.
lambda Chi Alpha is contin-
uing its preparations for the
10K race and 1 mile Fun Run.
The events will take place
Sept. 29. Proceeds will go to
the local Big Brother/Big
Sister Program.
Phi Gamma Delta will spon-
sor a fundraiser to benefit the
American Cancer Society on
Sept. 29. The Phi Gamma
Delta chapter at ISU will also
be included in the effort. Erich
Teske was appointed as Rush
Chairman for 1984-1985.
Dave Baden, a sophomore,
was initiated by ATO on Sun-
day, Sept. 16.
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Merry Wives o entertain
Nicolai's THE MERRY
WIVES OF WINDSOR is a light-
hearted musical adaptation of
Shakespeare's classic comedy
dealing with the exploits of Sir
John Falstaff, "the fat knight."
A brand new production in
English will be presented by the
National Opera Company at the
Moench Hall Auditorium on Oct.
2 at 7:30 p.m.
The plot develops from the
philandering activities of the ag-
ing, lovable Falstaff, who fancies
himself still an irresistible,
romantic rogue determined to
woo the ladies, whether thay are
married or not. He sends iden-
tical love notes to Alice and Meg,
wives of two prominent citizens
of Windsor, Mr. Ford and Mr.
Oage. The women are both amus-
ed and angered by Falstaff's pre-
sumption, and vow to teach the
fat knight a lesson.
Through trickery, Falstaff is
encouraged to keep a rendezvous
with Alice in her own home;
when her husband unexpectedly
returns (spurred on by an
anonymous letter). Falstaff is
stuffed into a laundry basket
which is then chunped into the
Thames River. A second rendez-
vous is similarly thwarted, with
Falstaff escaping only by dress-
ing himself as an old neighbor
woman whom Mr. Ford suspects
is a witch, and he drives "her"
away with a beating.
Falstaff's last punishment is
carried out during a masquerade
in Windsor Forest, where he has
Mistress Ford and Mistress Page ponder the problem of
concealing Sir John Falstaff in a laundry basket in order
that he might escape the wrath of Mr. Ford, who is on his
way home. The ladies devised the scheme in order to teach
a lesson to the romantic Sir John. This amusing scene is
from The National Opera Company production of THE
MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR by Nicolai.
again been lured with hopes of
courting Alice and Meg. Finally
all deceptions are uncovered, and
everything ends happily, as the
cast thanks the audience for
attending this entertainment.
Graduate engineering seminar held today
by John Stewart
Today marks the fourth annual
graduate engineering school
seminar. All interested graduate
students as well as juniors and
seniors will be able to meet with
graduate engineering school
representatives in the WORX or
in B-119.
School representatives will
meet at 9:00 a.m. in the Hadley
Hall conference room to prepare
for the program. After the group
meeting between students and
representatives, a question-
answer session will be conducted
from 11:00 to 11:30 a.m. The
representatives will then break
for lunch with Dr. Gibson in the
Alumni room until 1:00 p.m. after
which individuals or small group
meetings between students and
representatives will be held in the
Templeton Building placement
rooms. Sign up sheets are
available in the placement office.
All representatives will then
meet in the placement office at
4:00 p.m.
"We have a feeling that there
are a lot of graduates with
bachelor degrees who would
benefit by taking some post-
graduate courses who aren't tak-
ing them," said Mr. William
Sisson, director of placement and
corporate relations. "We hope
that through this seminar, ques-
tions such as which PhD program
is right for an individual, who to
contact for admission, how to ap-
ply for financial aid, and so on
will be answered and students
will at least consider continuing
their studies at graduate school."
The 1984 graduate school
seminar participants are: Dr.
Richard Engleman from the
University of Cincinnati, Dr. P.
B. Deshpande from the Universi-
ty of Louisville, Dr. Gene Smith
from the University of Michigan,
Dr. Harold P. Brown from
Washington University, Prof. D.
P. DeWitt from Purdue Universi-
ty, Dr. Bruce Wilkinson from
Michigan State University, Dr.
Will Portnoy from Texas Tech
University, and Dr. Aaron Jenn-
ings from Notre Dame
University.
Polly Seamon named as new art curator
by Robert Kline
Mrs. Polly Seamon has been
appointed to the position of art
curator for Rose-Hulman.
In her new position as art
curator, Mrs. Seamon will be
responsible for keeping track of
Rose-Hulman's art inventory,
care and maintenance of the art
pieces, display and distribution,
and acquisition of new pieces.
The position, which will
become effective Monday, is a
newly created one, the need for
which has been developing for a
few years. In the last two years
alone, Rose-Hulman has ac-
quired more than 400 pieces of
art.
Mrs. Seamon is the wife of D.
Omer Seamon, famous water-
color artist whom she discovered
as an artist during World War II.
Over the years, the Seamons
have donated over 60 paintings to
Rose.
Mrs. Seamon has already taken
an active part in Rose-Hulman's
art management as she handled
the placement and display of all
the art on exhibition in Hadley
Hall.
President Hulbert described
Mrs. Seamon as being "self-
trained from many years of
I want to thank the student
body for all its help with the
CBS-Sony reception.
Everyone involved with Fri-
day's activities felt that they
went very well. I believe that
we have started good relation-
ships with both CBS and Sony.
The first Student Congress
meeting is scheduled for Tues-
day, Oct. 2, at 4:30 p.m. The




All newly elected represen-
tatives have been notified
about the meeting and its
agenda. The meetings are
open to all Rose-Hulman
students, faculty and staff.
Anyone who has questions
or concerns for the Board of
Managers should contact me
or John Rhoades by Oct. 5.
John and I are your represen-
tatives to the Board.
association with the field," and
feels she has the experience
necessary to do an outstanding
job.
Mrs. Seamon's new position is
a step toward Rose's long-range
goal of using all the school's
classrooms and offices as art
showrooms. Hulbert echoed the
goal, stating "I hope that in a few
years all the classrooms will
have artwork in them."
T-NEWS BRIEFS
Cullen receives national award
Greg Cullen of Fargo, N.D.,
a senior mechanical engineer-
ing major at Rose-Hulman,
has been honored as the reci-
pient of a national award from
the Society for the Advance-
ment of Materials and Process
Engineering.
Cullen, an honors student at
Rose-Hulman, has been nam-
ed to the Dean's List and is
also the recipient of a General
Motors Scholarship.
He spent part of the past
year studying at the National
Institute for Higher Education
in Limerich, Ireland.
Cullen is also a member of
Tau Beta Pi and Pi Mu Ep-
silon national honorary
societies.
He is the son of Joseph and
Susan Cullen, 2491 Lilac Lane.
Language profs attend program
Three members of the Rose-
Hulman faculty made presen-
tations during the national
conference of the American
Translators Association this
past week in New York City.
The three are Maureen
Krause, assistant professor of
German; Hannelore Lehr,
associate professor of Ger-
man, and Peter Priest, pro-
fessor of Russian.
The uniqueness of the
technical translator program
at Rose-Hulman, which is the
only four-year prognim of its
kind at an engineering college,
was the subject of Krause's
presentation. Lehr discussed
translation pedagogy and




Priest was moderator of a
discussion about training
translators for unknown
languages. He also spoke on
the topic, "Where Do Subjects




The number of students pur-
suing advanced degrees from
Rose-Hulman has increased
this year, according to Dr.
Darrell Gibson, director of
graduate studies. Thirty full-
time students and eight part-
time students are working
toward their masters degrees
for the 1984-1985 school year.
Expressing his reasons for
the increase, Dr. Gibson
stated, "There is a tremen-
dous demand for advanced
degree students in engineer-
ing, and students from Rose
do exceptionally well in in-
dustry." He further stated
that the excellent positions of
past graduates may be pro-
viding an incentive for seniors
to seek a graduate degree.
Seven 1984 Rose graduates are
enrolled in the graduate pro-
gram this year.
Any student interested in
applying for the graduate
school at Rose can pick up the
necessary forms and informa-
tion from the physics depart-
ment secretary.
LCA to offer study sessions
by Kurt Kelso
During four weeks this
quarter Lambda Chi Alpha
will have study-help sessions
for interested freshmen at the
Lambda Chi Alpha house. The
study session will be 8:00-10:00
p.m Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday nights with several
brothers on hand to answer
questions and give general
help in calculus, chemistry,
graphics, and other subjects.
The dates for the sessions are:
Oct. 2-4; Oct. 23-25; Oct.
30-Nov. 1; and Nov. 6-8. For
more information call the
Lambda Chi Alpha house.
St. Ann's sponsors fall festival
St. Ann Parish, 1440 Locust
street, Terre Haute, will host
its annual Fall Festival Satur-
day, Sept. 29.
The festival will start with a
Ilea market at 8:00 a.m. Cof-
fee and donuts will be
available for early shoppers.
The afternoon will feature
craft booths and games for the
whole family, with a snack bar
and drinks available.
A big spaghetti supper will
be served from 4:30 to 6:30
p.m. with tickets available at
the door.
The festival will end with
two dances from 9:00 p.m. to
midnight. "The 13th Street
Boys" will be featured at the
"under 21" dance and music
for the "over 21" crowd will be
provided by radio personality
Brian Thomas.
SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U.S. college: $3,380.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition com-
plete. Government grants and loans may be




your present street address
cay state
If you would like information on future programs give
permanent address below.
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all ar-
rangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Jan. 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER — Aug. 29 - Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity
Christian College.
For full information — send coupon to:
SEMESTER IN SPAIN
your permanent street address
clty state
2442 E. Collier S.E., F-5
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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Sony Corporation president, Norio Ohga, and CBS/Records Group president, Walter Yetni-
koff, answer reporters' questions about their new subsidiary, Digital Auto Disc Corporation,
during a press conference held last Friday in the Hulman Memorial Union. Terre Haute
Mayor, Pete Chalos, is sitting to their right. Bruce Mueller photo
Terre Haute facility produces
first U.S.-made compact discs
The first "made in the U.S.A."
Compact Audio Discs rolled off
Digital Disc Corporation
(DADC) production lines last
Friday in Terre Haute, Indiana,
following a ribbon-cutting
ceremony marking the official
opening of the first CBS/Sony
Inc. U.S. pressing plant.
Digital Audio Disc Corporation
is a new subsidiary of CBS/Sony,
the largest Japanese record
company, owned equally by CBS
and Sony. In October, 1982,
CBS/Sony was the first
manufacturer to begin producing
Compact Discs in Japan. Today
it is the largest manufacturer of
Compact Discs in the Japanese
market.
According to CBS Inc.
chairman and chief executive
officer Thomas H. Wyman, the
new plant will function as a
custom pressing facility to
manufacture Compact Discs for
CBS and other record
companies. For its first five
years of operation, however,
CBS Records will be the
exclusive sales agent for discs
from the Terre Haute factory.
"The opening of this U.S.
pressing plant," Mr. Wyman
said, "Further establishes the
Compact Disc as a major factor
in the home audio business. We
believe the Terre Haute
operation is an important first
step to guaranteeing a sufficient
and timely supply of Compact
Disc software to the U.S.
market."
"There is also a solid base of
Compact Disc player owners in
the United States," added Norio
Ohga, president of Sony
Corporation. "For these
enthusiasts, and the hundreds of
thousands more planning
Compact Disc player purchases,
the opening of the DADC plant is
their assurance of a plentiful
supply of high quality software
and titles specifically aimed at
the U.S. audience."
Overseeing the new facility is
James M. Frische, former
director of manufacturing for
RCA Records, now serving as
vice president and general
manager of the DADC operation.
According to Mr. Frische, the
opening of the Compact Disc
plant signals a welcome return
of record manufacturing to the
Indiana city where CBS has long
had substantial ties.
"CBS and Sony have made a
substantial investment in this
plant of more than $20 million,"
he noted. "This community
shares our commitment to
bringing the highest quality
music to the public, using the
best state-of-the-art technology
available.
"This new plant will employ
approximately 100 skilled people
in the initial phase of operation,"
Mr. Frische added. "It will be
capable of pressihg
approximately 300,000 discs per
month. We have the capability of
doubling production more than
once over and we will continue to
expand our equipment and
personnel as marketplace
demands grow."
Mr. Frische said Bruce
Springsteen's "Born In The
U.S.A.," the first disc produced,
will reach the market by the end
of this month.
Mr. James M. Frische, vice president and general manager of the Digital Auto Disc Cor-
poration presents a set of audio discs to Muke Solanki, general manager of WMHD, Rose's
own radio station. WMHD is to receive more discs later as well as a compact disc player
from the Sony Corporation in appreciation of the student body agreeing to the use of the Main
Dining Room by CBS and Sony last Friday. Geoff Lange photo
U.S. enters compact
audio disc era
Since its U.S. debut in early
1983, no other innovation in home
audio • entertainment has
matched the impact of the
Compact Disc (CD) system.
Possibly the single most
important advance in sound
reproduction since electrical
recording, the CD player is
rapidly becoming the most
successful new product and
technology ever introduced by
the audio industry.
Current forecasts estimate
from 200,000 to 250,000 CD
players will be sold in the U.S. by
the end of 1984 — a six-fold
increase over the numbers
tallied in 1983. By 1985, that
number is expected to greatly
expand as consumer awareness,
acceptance and demand for CD
technology increases.
Demand for high quality
software to match the
technological superiority of the
CD player has been just as
explosive. By the end of 1983, the
player's first year on the U.S.
market, over 550 titles were
introduced and more than 1.7
million discs were sold. Over
2,000 titles are estimated to be
available by the end of 1984, and
this increase is expected to
create a corresponding sales
boom of between eight and nine
million discs. Consumers,
hungry for programming, are
expected to purchase a
minimum of 25 discs per
machine by year end.
Since Sony introduced the first
CD player in March 1983, more
than two dozen hardware
manufacturers have leapt onto
the digital audio bandwagon.
Each player features a number
of functions unavailable on
traditional, stylus-based
turntables, and each offers the
kind of sound reproduction
rarely heard outside a
professional recording studio.
All rely on a low-powered,
solid-state laser that "reads"
encoded information directly off
a single-sided plastic coated
Compact Disc measuring
approximately 43/4 inches in
diameter. Since the laser never
physically touches the disc,
there is no wear or deterioration
to the recording, and foreign
particles, such as dust or
fingerprints, have no effect on
playback. This "no-contact"
audio pickup allows the digital
disc to withstand hundreds, even
thousands of plays and still offer
superior audio quality every
time.
CD players are also
microprocessor controlled,
allowing certain models to be
programmed to play up to 99
different selections or passages
on a single disc in any order.
Most players feature high speed
search for locating a favorite
part of a recording, as well as
pause, repeat and skip-track
commands. Another common
player function is a readout
detailing both elapsed and
remaining disc time, as well as
track selection in play. Special
features, such as remote control,
are also available on selected
models.
Audio specifications for
current players far outreach
even the best analog playback
systems. Dynamic range on
most CD players exceeds 90 dB
compared with 70 dB available
on only the best conventional,
analog systems. Frequency
response is ruler flat from 20 to
20,000 Hz, harmonic distortion is
virtually nil, and wow and flutter
is unmeasurable.
Cosmetically, CD players are
available in a sufficient variety
of styles to fit easily into most
listening environments.
As new manufacturers bring
additional systems to market,
and existing suppliers broaden the
reach of current product lines,
the price range for CD players
has broadened significantly to
reach the greatest number of
consumers. A "good, better,
best" range of product is being
offered to every kind of
electronics consumer from the
first time buyer to the audio
sophisticate.
To complement the hardware,
most major record labels,
including A&M, Arista, Cap-
itol, CBS, PolyGram, RCA,
Motown, Wa rner/Elektra/At-
lantic, Delos, GRP, Telarc and
Windham Hill, feature virtually
every kind of music currently
available in traditional analog
recordings. From jazz to pop,
classical to rock, each CD offers
up to an hour or more of
uninterrupted music. Compact
Discs are widely distributed
through traditional record
outlets and music stores, as well
as consumer electronics and
audio equipment dealers.
Already an audio tradition, the
Compact Disc technology is
finding its way into other
products that promise to stretch
its importance far beyond the
current application in home or
professional audio. This fall,
Sony will be marketing the
industry's first car CD players,
and CD technology will be
expanded to portable stereos in
the future.
Representatives of the Digital Auto Disc Corporation hand
out samples of their product to reporters attending last
week's luncheon in the Hulman Memorial Union.
Publications represented at the subsequent press con-
ference included "Forbes," "Time Magazine,"
"Newsweek," "Audio" and "The Wall Street Journal."
Bruce Mueller photo
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Compact Disc Processing:
A Technical Explanation
In creating Compact Disc
technology, audio hardware and
software manufacturers intend
to bring renewed excitement to
the entire music industry and its ity. To the music-loving public,
audience. To the producers and the technology means more
performers, Compact Discs listening enjoyment, higher qua-
mean more freedom in cre,ativ- lity sound reproduction and more
1) EDITING — Compact Disc Manufacture begins with a
specially-encoded tape copy prepared in one of two iden-
tical control rooms. Music recorded on either digital or
analog systems is processed using sophisticated digital
editing equipment.
2) LASER CUT — Sony's Compact Disc Master Code Cutter
produces a glass master by exposing a glass plate with a
photo-resist layer to a laser beam. Information pits, cut into
the layer, later will be read by the CD player's laser and
translated into music.
3) MATRIXING — Glass masters are placed into a high-
speed precision rotary plating system, designed by Sony.
The plater produces metal masters and stampers.
simplicity and flexibility in
record player operation.
Unlike its analog relations, the
Compact Disc (CD) offers the
5) COATING — After injection, a very thin layer of
aluminum is placed over the mold's pitted surface. It is this
aluminum layer that reflects the Compact Disc player's
laser. Following this, an ultraviolet curing resin is applied
to form a protective coating.
6) PRINTING — Individual labels are silkscreened onto
each disc by the plant's high-performance screen printer.
7) QUALITY CONTROL — Throughout the CD manufac-
turing process, the discs are checked and re-checked, run-
ning through a variety of quality control tests .
consumer a substantial step up
in audio quality. The Compact
Disc reaches a very high level of
audio fidelity by storing sound as
tiny "pits" of digital information
(O's and I's). The clear, noise-
free reproduction that results in
playback is derived from both
high quality digital recording
and the CD player's non-contact
laser playback.
While the actual manufactur-
ing process for producing a Com-
pact Disc is similar to analog
record manufacturing, there are
several significant differences in
operations and materials. And
because the Compact Disc deals
in such small dimensions and
tolerances to achieve sonic ac-
curacy, the cleanliness of the
manufacturing process and en-
v i ronm en t are critical to
manufacturing success.
The process begins with a
musical recording, either
prepared in a digital recording
format, or converted to a digital
(O's and l's) format. Special
computer-based editing is
required to prepare the digital
recording for the mastering
process.
In the Digital Audio Disc
Corporation plant in Terre
Haute, the mastering process
uses a Sony Compact Disc
Master Code Cutter. This
system, made up of a PCM
processor, CD encoder and laser
cutter, produces glass masters
by exposing a photo-resist layer
or coating on a glass plate to a
laser beam. As a "laser cutting
machine," the Sony unit cuts pits
into the layer which form the
basis of information that will
later be read by the CD player
and translated into music.
The newly created glass
masters are then processed to
obtain metal masters in a matrix
operation that uses a high speed
precision rotary plating system
designed by Sony. This electro-
plating process produces metal
mothers and stampers. The
stampers are then placed in
injection molding machines.
These machines are injected
with a high-grade polycarbonate
resin used to mold a transparent
Compact Disc.
After the molding, the clear
CD is placed in a vacuum
chamber. Here, a very thin
aluminum layer is placed over
the molded pits in the surface of
the disc. This very thin layer
permits the laser beam in the
player to reflect from the disc
surface and reproduce the
information on the disc.
To protect the extremely
small pits, with their aluminum
metal coating, ultraviolet (UV)
curing resin is applied over the
metal layer. This UV layer
forms a protective coating over
the reflective aluminum.
A high performance screen
printing system is used to print a
silkscreened label on the disc
and is capable of finishing even
fine characters in multiple
colors, beautifully and clearly.
During the entire manufac-
turing process, a computerized
automatic inspection system,
developed by CBS/Sony , con-
ducts a variety of strict quality
control tests. Only after this in-
spection can the disc become a
finally-approved product. The
finished CDs are then placed in
trays which are, in turn, placed
into a high-quality, clear case.
This storage case is also packag-
ed with any artwork to be dis-
played under the tray, and a four-
color booklet in the lid. The cases
are then packaged and marketed
in various formats, including
shrink wrapped, blister packed
and chipboard packages by the
record companies, and then sent
on through final distribution net-
works.
4) MOLDING — After electro-plating, the stampers are
placed into injection molding machines, where they are in-
jected with high-grade polycarbonate resin to create a
transparent Compact Disc.
8) FINISHING — Stacked on spindles, finished CDs are
placed on individual trays which are then placed into high-
quality clear cases. Artwork to be enclosed under the tray,
and any album enclosures are packed at this time.
CBS,Sony photos






Three nights after beginning
classes at Texas A & M, Bruce
Goodrich apparently was
awakened by older students
belonging to the university's
ubiquitous Corps of Cadets.
The cadets allegedly hazed
Goodrich and two others with
strenuous exercise through the
night, leading Goodrich ulti-
mately to collapse and death.
The university is now probing
the incident.
Meanwhile, a former Ne-
braska Kappa Sigma filed suit
last week against his house for
medical expenses incurred after
a particularly violent forced pie-
eating contest.
JEWISH, CATHOLIC STU-
DENTS MORE LIKELY TO
SMOKE MARIJUANA
Univ. of Florida Prof. Brian du
Toit's study of 9th and 12th
graders found Jewish and
Catholic kids are the most likely






of the Orange City, Ia., campus,
said one painting among a 36-
piece show was "unacceptable, '
prompting artist Bob Plageman
to remove all his pieces from the
show.
The show's theme was "East
Meets West," with Plageman's
Indian art comprising the
western part and Takeski
Hayakawa's paintings the east-
ern part.
Radandt objected to a
Plageman painting of a nude
woman wearing a mask.
OWNER OFFERS TO RETURN
'STATUE OF LIBERTY' TO
WLSCONSIN
Madison's Patricia Elson has
ended up with the foam plastic
Statue of Liberty built for $4,000
in the late seventies by U. of
Wisconsin's absurdist student
government.
Elson said she'll return the
statue to the university if the
school agrees to pay to restore it.
Elson's late husband bought
the statue from the university in
1980 for $3,220. It is now decom-
posing in nearby Barneveld. Wi.
STUDENT GETS TUITION RE-
FUND OF $6,210
Myrna Baxter got her refund
after Brown Mackie College in
Salina, Ks., promised its students
repayrnent if they didn't get a job
within 120 days of graduation.
Baxter got a job 150 days after
graduation.
It's the first refund the school's
made since adopting the policy
last fall.
ENROLLMENTS NATION-
WIDE ARE FALLING, BUT
CAMPUS BUDGETS ARE UP
There will be 50,000 fewer
collegians enrolled this fall, ac-
cording to the National Center
for Education Statistics' annual
Back to School report.
The report, the first of a series
that will appear as numbers firm
up, projects nationwide enroll-
ment of 12.3 million students,
just shy of last year's record
college population.
The NCES also predicted col-
leges will spend $85.5 billion to
educate students this acadernic
year.
NOTES FROM ALL OVER:
St. Peter's College has dropped
its football program after losing
a game 72-0 and having a fifth of
its players injured in the process
. . Chattanooga Tech has a new
continuing ed course to help peo-
ple lose their southern accents ..
. U. Colorado Regent Hugh
Fowler wants to require opening




Parents, this is your last chance to subscribe to the Rose
THORN.
Students, buy Mom and Dad a subscription to the THORN
and let them know what's going on at Rose-Hulman without
having to write home.
Order form for 1984-1985 Rose THORN





  Fall Quarter for $3.00
  Full Year for $6.75





Please return to RHIT box 130, 5500 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, IN 47803
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Is your calculator in the same
class you are?
Move up to the TI-66. The easy 512 step programmable.
You're into higher math and your old
calculator helped get you there.
But now it's time for something more.
The TI-66 from Texas Instruments. The
TI-66 offers full programming power and
flexibility so you can solve complex and
repetitive math problems quickly, easily
and with fewer keystrokes than you
thought pacsible. Its 512 merged pro-
gram steps and over 170 built-in
scientific, engineering and statistical
functions make for powerful program-
ming. And the sleek, streamlined design
malces for easy use:
Its Algebraic Operating System makes
it easy on your brain by allowing you to
key in problems as they are written, left
to right. And a 10-digit angled Liquid
Crystal Display not only makes it easy
on your eyes but provides alphanumeric
notation of your program steps so you
can make easy modifications as you
go along. There are large, readable ke-ys
for your fingers, and an easy-to-follow
guidebook so you shouldn't get confused.
And last, but certainly not least, at a
suggested retail of $69.95, there's a price
that's easy on your pocketbook.
All in all, if we made the TI-66 pro-
grammable calculator any easier to use,




and services for you.




Those are three small words,
but they sum up a big goal for
Jack Grote, a senior defensive
captain for the Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology football
Engineers.
"I want to have a defense
where an offense knows their
lucky when they score," Grote
said in outlining his goals for this
year.
In accomplishing any goal, a
football team must combine its
mental and physical attributes
for the best possible
performance, according to the 6-
foot, 200-pound Grote. "I'm not
as strong or as big as many of
the opponents I face; so I have to
be able to read the offense
quickly to get through the
blockers."
As one of three Engineer
captains, Grote will be a player
looked to for leadership
throughout the season. "When
you are a captain, you want to be
a leader by example, and you
can't let down,- said Grote, who
is in his second year as a captain.
-A good attitude will spread, and
I always try to keep it upbeat on
and off the field."
Attitude has paid off for Grote
in his three years at Rose-
Hulman. Last year, he was
defense
named to the College Division
Academic All-American squad
by the College Sports
Information Directors of
America, and he was named to
the College Athletic Conference
squad for the second consecutive
year.
To gather those honors, Grote
had to perform in the classroom
and on the football field. As an
electrical engineering major,
he carried a 3.933 grade point
average. As a starting line-
backer, he led the Engineers
in total tackles with 110 (63 solo,
47 assisted). He also pulled down
three pass interceptions, two of
which he ran back for
touchdowns.
Concentration on football
extends beyond the autumn
months for the former all-state
high school player from Ohio.
"The toughest part of playing
football at Rose-Hulman is
maintaining the year-round
commitment to staying in
condition," he said. "Lifting
weights and running can lead to
sustained growth in the off-
season, and I find that if I don't
watch out, I can lack the
motivation necessary to
maintain my condition.-
The linebacker spot fits
Grote's personality well. "I like
playing linebacker because
you're always in the action. No
matter where the play is, you
should be there."
When he is not having to read
offenses or electrical
engineering textbooks, Grote
serves as president of the Sigma
Nu fraternity at the Rose-
Hulman campus.
Fraternities, football, and
final exams add up to quite a
load for anybody. In talking with
the academic all-American,
the inevitable question always
comes up: "How do you juggle
football with your classwork?"
Grote's answer: "I look at
football as another class and I
just work it into my schedule. I
am forced to manage my time
properly."
Just where that time will be
spent once Grote leaves Rose-
Hulman remains to be seen.
However, his desire is to work
with a large organization where
he can use his skills and
knowledge in electrical
engineering. Long-range goals
include a management position.
No matter what the job, it
definitely will be in the thick of
the action.
Linebacker Jack Grote and coach Chuck Linder discuss
defensive strategies. Fde photo
Rose to tackle Earlham
This game marks the opening
of College Athletic Conference
play for the Engineers. Rose-
Hulman did not play last week
and brings an 0-2 record into the
• contest.
Earlham is on a two-game
winning streak, including a
conference victory over
University of the South. When
the season started, Earlham had
22 offensive lettermen returning
along with 18 defensive
lettermen. Included among the
top returnees are wide receiver
Mike Vincent who caught the
ball 27 times last year for 438
yards, wide receiver Ryan
Williams who snagged 21
receptions for 335 yards in 1983,













"A Pro-Am Electronics Center"
Regular Store Hours:
Mon. thru Fri.-8:30 til 5:30
Saturday-8:30 til 4:00
• Memory Chips • Wire Sockets
• Books • Resistors
• TTL • Tools
• CMOS • Kits
• Capacitors • Bishop Graphics
• Vector Bread Boards
1708 S. 8th Street






September 20th we are moving to 1930 Washington Street (corner of 20th and Wash.)
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0 $2 OFF COUPON




Drivers carry under $20.




Use this coupon for
$2 off any delicious
16" large pizza with
any 2 of your favorite
toppings.









and linebacker Tom Page.
Head coach Bob Thompson had
these comments earlier in the
week: "We hope the week off
helped us improve the areas we
found in need of work in our
previous two games. We were
able to work on our passing
game and the outside running
attack. We have to be a better,
balanced offense and we need to
throw at least at a 50 percent
ratio. Defensively, we have been
working on individual
techniques. For us to be a good
football team, we have to play
defense with more intensity. We
need to force more turnovers to
make the big plays necessary to
change a game."
How Rose's opponents fared
Hanover College 44, Bluffton College 7
Valparaiso University 51,, Taylor University 20
Earlham College 24, University of the South 14
Central Methodist 32, Principia College 6
DePauw University 54, Olivet Nazarene 14
Centre College 27, Washington & Lee 12




Trophies and plaques are now 15% off
Don't waste your valuable time coming to a trophy shop we'll come to
your campus to take and deliver your order
The Bowling and Engraving Center
2075 N. 13th Street
232-3356
Haircuts, '4" to '6°' 1984 Hairstyles, 11°°
Minutes From Campus!
RICK JOHNSON
LICENSED BARBER & BEAUTICIAN 1440 South 25th 232-0631
10% DISCOUNT
On all merchandise for Rose students with ID and this coupon
throughout September.
"We sell happiness"
LIM ME INN Ell I= INN ====
Kate's
-33 Meadows Glass Gallery just 2 miles west of Rose at - 25th and Ohio:" j
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Lions sell roses
Plans for the Terre Haute Lions Club's Thirty-fourth Annual Rose
Day were announced at a press conference and dinner at the Holiday
Inn of Terre Haute.
Members of the Terre Haute Lions Club will be taking orders
throughout the month of September and deliveries will be made on
Oct. 5 and 6.
Rose Day is the major fund raising project of the local service club.
In recent years, proceeds from the sale have been used to purchase a
new van for the Salvation Army, to purchase specialized medical
equipment used by local hospitals to treat sight and hearing problems,
to build park shelters at Deming and Fairbanks parks, and to support
major capitalization projects at the Y.M.C.A., Boys Club, and
Children's Learning Center.
In addition to the special projects, the Lions Club also uses Rose
monies for ongoing projects including free eye examinations and
glasses for needy children, white canes for the blind, as well as cancer
control projects at the state Lions Club level.
According to Bob Williams, this year's Rose Day Chairman, Roses
may be ordered from any Terre Haute Lions Club member by sending
$10 per dozen to Post Office Box 215, Terre Haute, IN 47808 (along
with the name and local address — no Rural Route Deliveries — of the
person the roses are to be delivered to), or may be ordered in person
at any branch of the Indiana State Bank or any location of the Miller
Floral Company in the Terre Haute area.
TV
GUIDE GAME
0V/63'6,000 TV TRIVIA QUESTIONS
TV GUM'S
If you're the average adult
viewer, you spend 25 percent
more time annually watching
television than youngsters spend
in school. Let's see how well this
"studying" prepares you for the
TV trivia questions in TV
GUIDE's TV GAME.
Test yourself on this sampling
of the 6,000-plus questions — one
from each of the seven TV
programming categories the
questions are divided into —
contained in TV GUIDE'S TV
GAME.
Drama: When it went off the




Jeannie's "master" in I Dream
of Jeannie (1965-70)?
Movies: This unlikely song-and
dance man played Sky
Masterson in the 1955 filming of
"Guys and Dolls."
News: What did Walter
Cronkite tell his viewers when
Apollo ll'as lunar module touched
down on the surface of the moon?
More TV trivia questions will
appear next week.
All questions in TV GUIDE'S
TV GAME were prepared and
authenticated by the editors of
TV GUIDE magazine. The board
game is designed for two to 20
players (ages 10 to adult) and
lists for $25.
HAIR CARE CENTER
820 N. 15th Street (15th and Locust








House" resumes October 13.
Need solo or group perform-
ers. Folk, rock or jazz. Con-





Beer - wine kegs -
whiskeys - fine liquors
Open 9 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday













(answer in next week's Thorn)
EARN OVER $1000 A MONTH
AND OPEN THE DOOR TO A TOP
ENGINEERING FUTURE.
How many corporations would be willing to pay you over $1000 a month dur-
ing your junior and senior years just so you'd join the company after
graduation? Under a special Navy program we're doing just that. It's called
the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program. And under it,
you'll not only get great pay during your junior and senior years, but after
graduation you'll receive a year of valuable graduate-level training that is
not available from any other employer.
If you are a junior or senior majoring in math, engineering or physical
sciences, find out more today. And let your career pay off while still in
college.
For more information, call the Naval Management Programs Office at:
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-382-9782
Navy Representative will be on campus November 8, 1984 at the Placement Office.
CCIDC ()CC OCC100411DCOC DOC)





Step up to the first string at the National
Security Agency.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING There
are opportunities in a variety of
research and development projects
ranging from individual equipments to
very complex interactive systems
involving large numbers of micro-
processors, minicomputers and
computer graphics. Professional growth
is enhanced through interaction with
highly experienced NSA professionals
and through contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds. Facilities for
engineering analysis and design
automation are among the best
available.
COMPUTER SCIENCE At NSA you'll
discover one of the largest computer
installations in the world with almost
every major vendor of computer
equipment represented. NSA careers
provide mixtures of such disciplines as
systems analysis and design, scientific
applications programming, data base
management systems, operating systems,
computer networking/security, and
graphics.
MATHEMATICS You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying a variety of
mathematical disciplines. Specific
assignments might include solving
communications-related problems,
performing long-range mathematical
research or evaluating new techniques
for communications security.
On Campus Recruiting Date:
Oct. 12, 1984
THE REWARDS AT NSA NSA offers a
salary and benefit program that's truly
competitive with private industry.
There are assignments for those who
wish to travel and abundant good living
in the Baltimore-Washington area for
those who wish to stay close to home.
Countless cultural, historical,
recreational and educational opportu-
nities are just minutes away from NSA's
convenient suburban location.
To find out more about NSA career
opportunities, schedule an interview
through your college placement office.
For additional information on the
National Security Agency, write to
National Security Agency, Attn: M322,
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
